


SILVERBACK 
MASS

Pack on 11 pounds of muscle  
within the next 4 weeks

By Teiko Reindorf



Whats up Man?

Teiko Here...

Before we get started with the whole muscle building thing, I’d like to thank you for
grabbing your FREE copy of Silverback Muscle Program

Within the pages of this bad-ass report you are gonna get the exact blueprint to 
pack on 11 pounds of thick, dense muscle over the next month

But...

Before we get into that, I wanna tell you why this book is titled Silverback Muscle

I’m no nature buff but as far as I’m concerned gorillas (more specifically Silverback 
gorillas) are the true kings of the jungle

Firstly Silverbacks are rare. There are only 650 of these big, strong muthafuckers 
on the planet. 

They remind me of the few muscular guys at every gym, they are well-built, strong 
and well respected.

Secondly Silverbacks are physically huge. 

An adult Silverback usually weigh’s in at about 350lbs - dayumnnnn son. 

As the largest species of primates in the world, they are characterized by their broad 
chests, muscular arms and thick-set build. 

Lastly Silverbacks are ALPHA as fuck!

Within a group of 30-40 gorillas, the male adult Silverback is responsible for 
delegating where every member of the group goes searching for food, eats and 
sleeps.

And if that weren’t enough the male Silverback also acts as the lone leader and 
protecter of the group (Can you say bad ass?)

Despite all of these cool tidbits of information, I named this report after Silverback 
gorillas because I fuckin like them.

With that said lets get into the nuts and bolts of the workout. This is the exact 
workout we are gonna use to get you that 11 pounds of super-swole, muscle over 
the next month



The program is a spin-off of an old-school bodybuilding program made popular by 
legendary coach Vince Gironda

It is based around the principles of high-volume training to quickly pack on muscle 
mass

And though Gironda’s original program was good...

It could be slightly improved 

The problem with Gironda’s approach and most high volume training programs is 
the over-reliance on one particular movement pattern for a whole training block. 

This can and will eventually lead to overuse injuries.

If you ask me - What is the point of packing on all of that extra muscle if you are 
gonna be too injured to lift.

So in effort to circumvent that...

I’ve gone ahead and borrowed from yet another prolific strength coach:  
Charles Poliquin 

Poliquin is known for creating balanced programs by slipping in supersets for the 
muscles directly opposing the muscle you are training

This has two benefits.

Firstly it increases training density, meaning more work done in a given period of 
time 

Secondly this approach to training can lead to more muscular recruitment when two 
muscles opposing each other are worked in tandem

The exercises will be performed in a superset manner, always starting with the 
bigger primary exercise, followed by the smaller secondary opposing movement.

An example would be the following;

Exercise 1 - Big movement - Barbell back squat 8 reps, rest 60 seconds
Exercise 2 - Small movement - Seated leg curl 8 reps, rest 60 seconds

As you can see you will perform a set of 8 barbell back squats, rest for 60 seconds 
then perform a set of 8 seated leg curls. Rest for 60 seconds after the leg curls then 
repeat the superset again.



The first part of your workout will be complete once you have done 8 sets of 
supersets.

Though this workout looks easy... it is deceptively tough. The short rest intervals and 
high volume will blast your muscles into submission.

Yes... I said blast your muscles into submission

If you find that you are petering out half-way through the workout... keep going. 
There will be some sets where you will not be able to get all 8 repetitions that is fine. 

In fact if you find that you can get through all 8 sets and get 8 reps with a given 
weight, the weight is most likely too light.

The complete workout program is as follows.

Day 1: Legs

A1: Barbell back squats 8 x 8, 60 second rest
A2: Seated leg curls 8 x 8, 60 second rest

B1: Hanging leg raise 3 x 12, 60 second rest
B2: Weight abs curls 3 x 12, 60 second rest

Day 2: Chest & Back

A1: Dumbbells chest press 8 x 8, 60 second rest
A2: Wide grip seated row 8 x 8, 60 second rest

B1: Dumbbells flyes 3 x 12, 60 second rest
B2: Pull-ups 3 x 12, 60 second rest

Day 3: Shoulders & Arms

A1: Parallel bar dips  8 x 8, 60 second rest
A2: Barbell biceps curl 8 x 8, 60 second rest

B1: Seated dumbbells shoulder press 3 x 12, 60 second rest
B2: EZ barbell skullcrushers 3 x 12, 60 second rest

Notes: Train 4 days a week (Mon, Tues, Thurs, Sat)



Before you jump feet first into this program I should warn you... your first week on 
this protocol will be marked with teeth-clenching levels of soreness. One way to 
remedy the crippling muscle pain will be supplementing with BCAA’s before and 
during your workout.

Mix up some BCAA’s with water and sip it during each session.

You will thank me for that one

Secondly you may want to increase your intake of healthy fats and water during this 
type of training. High volume training can put a beating on the joints and ligaments. 
Protect yourself by lubing-up the joints

Lastly, you will notice a dramatic spike in your appetite. This is normal. high volume 
training forces your body to demand nutrients to feed the growing muscles.

Eat heartily and often

Oh shit... I almost forgot, perform this program for 4 weeks tops. 

If you try to extend the shelf-life of the program you will eventually run into those 
nasty overuse injuries I spoke about earlier.

I have found that the best way to transition of the program is to use a lower volume 
approach to training or do something completely different.

Below I have listed a few of the programs I have used when I taper off the 
Silverback Muscle program.

These workouts were the only ones I found that helped me maintain the new muscle 
mass and gain a few extra pounds.

Everything else sucked

Click the names to check them out

==> Lean Hybrid Muscle by my boy Elliott Hulse <==

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

==> Critical Bench by Mike Westerdal <==

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

http://8d1a6sq4ojjt1qbiqy-40x0ehi.hop.clickbank.net/
http://8d1a6sq4ojjt1qbiqy-40x0ehi.hop.clickbank.net/
http://8d1a6sq4ojjt1qbiqy-40x0ehi.hop.clickbank.net/
http://4e5fbom2slorat6axhx4q4u777.hop.clickbank.net/


So there you have it...

Thanks for checking out this manual and keep me posted on your progress. Hit me 
up on facebook 

And

Check your email every few days. I will be sending you even more kick ass muscle 
building, fat melting info and may even send you some links to programs I’ve 
personaly used to help me get to bigger and stronger.

Either way...

Till next time
I’m out

Teiko


